National Defense Industrial Association’s Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Committee

Vision: America’s leading Defense Association promoting EOD in National Security

Mission:

• ADVOCATE: Cutting-edge technology and superior weapons, equipment, training, and support for the EOD War-Fighter and First Responder
• PROMOTE: Vigorous, responsive, Government – Industrial National Security Team
• PROVIDE: A legal and ethical forum for exchange of information between Industry and Government on National Security Issues

NDIA Motto: Strength through Industry and Technology
Advocate / Promote / Provide:

EOD Comite

EOD Warrior Foundation

After The Long Walk

IABTI
International Association of Bomb Technicians and Investigators
Vision: Achieve Dominant Full-Range Capable EOD Combat Power in Service to the Nation

DOD Mission: Provide Highly Trained EOD Forces and Capabilities to Combatant Commanders and Other Governmental Agencies in Support of the National Security and Defense Strategies

Commit Resources, Reorganize the Strategic Effort and Refine Legislative Authorities to Achieve OASD SOLIC and the Services’ EOD Program Objectives